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How to use this book
This book has been designed to help you master all the required content for Core 1 and Core
2. It is not structured like most maths courses you have previously taken, and you will find it
requires a different approach on your part.
Each lesson you will be set a number of problems – usually between 8 and 10 – to prepare
for the next lesson. They should take 40-50 minutes in total. You might not always be able to
fully solve all problems, but we expect you to attempt as many as you can.

E

Some questions include references to previous questions in square brackets like this: [XXV-4].
This means that the content of the question follows on from the material in problem 4 from
sheet 25. If you don’t know straightaway how to tackle the problem you are looking it, you
might like to follow the reference to see if it sheds any light on the problem.
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The back of the book contains a glossary of terms – some familiar, some unfamiliar. Terms
that appear in italics in the text appear in the glossary, as do a number of general terms which
you are expected to know.
Each lesson will involve discussing the problems you have prepared for homework in preparation for the next sheet of problems. Don’t try to get ahead, therefore, as it will render the
discussion less valuable.
If you have spare time and want to do more, it is better to look at old questions and satisfy yourself that you really understand them.
Some lessons will be tight on time. In this case, your teacher might defer some questions
until the next lesson.
You will have a fortnightly test, lasting 40 minutes and worth 30 marks.

SA

Please complete all your solutions in one place, either in an electronic workbook which is
shared with your teacher, or in the notebook provided by your teacher. Although your work
will not be taken in for regular assessment, you should always be ready to show it to your
teacher.

Making the most of this course
Your learning will happen in two separate ways. First, you will learn by tackling unfamiliar
questions. By applying techniques you know to a new scenario, or with slightly more algebraic
complication, your understanding will develop incrementally. You will also learn in class, from
your classmates, as they explain the solutions they have developed. You might see a new way
of solving a problem that you hadn’t thought of. Assimilating this technique into your toolkit
may help you solve new problems in the future.

©Wellington College, 2016
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Helping yourself in Harkness Lessons
1. Be patient
(a) Harkness learning in maths is about developing your knowledge over time. With
the right study habits, you will eventually succeed.
(b) Don’t be cross with yourself or others if you don’t get things straightaway. Instead,
think about what you can do to help yourself improve.
2. Be honest
(a) If you don’t understand something, say.
(b) If an explanation isn’t helping, ask for greater clarity.

E

(c) If you have worked collaboratively, say so, and acknowledge where your partner
may be covering gaps in your knowledge.
3. Interrogate
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(a) If you’re not sure why something is true, how are you sure that it is true? Make
sure you can explain every step as you go along.
(b) If you think you have the right answer but aren’t sure whether your solution is
correct, ask someone else to try to find holes in it for you.
4. Be prepared

(a) It’s no fun if everyone is talking about the latest episode of something but you
haven’t seen it yet. Make sure you have understood what all the questions are
asking before you come to class.

SA

(b) You might not solve all the problems on the a sheet but you should at least try
them out. Draw a diagram, summarize the given information, to try to relate to a
problem you have already solved.
(c) Assess your own work. If you think you have got a good answer, review it so you
know what its strengths and weaknesses are.

5. Catch up

(a) If you miss a lesson, you still need to tackle the assigned problems.

(b) If you learn in class how to solve a problem you didn’t manage to complete for
prep, go back in your own time and re-do it.

6. Be involved
(a) This learning journey is a team effort. You will make better progress if you join in.
(b) Nobody likes to ride a tandem when one person won’t pedal. Your contributions to
class are valuable no matter how much you do or don’t understand of the question
at hand. Be sure to share your ideas.

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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Helping others in Harkness Lessons
1. Be patient
(a) Just because you understand something, doesn’t mean everyone else does.
(b) If you can’t explain what you think you understand, you haven’t mastered it yet. If
people in your group still don’t understand you haven’t explained it well enough.
2. Be honest
(a) If someone makes a mistake, point it out kindly.
(b) If an explanation isn’t helping, ask for greater clarity.

E

3. Ask, don’t tell
(a) People make better deductions when they work something out for themselves.
(b) See if you can help someone work something out by asking the right questions.
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4. Remember your audience

(a) There’s no point in explaining something if you leave your audience behind.
(b) Check that they understand by asking them directly, and by asking questions that
test their understanding.
5. Answer the right question

(a) When someone asks why something works, give them justification.
(b) When someone asks how you knew to do what you did, explain your thinking.
(c) Understand that these are different, and try to ask the right question, too.
6. Don’t be a jerk

SA

(a) People are more likely to listen to your ideas if you put them across politely.

(b) Nobody benefits if you mock someone for making a mistake.
(c) Nobody likes a know-it-all.

©Wellington College, 2016
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Formulae
Arithmetic progressions
For an arithmetic progression with first term a and common difference d,
xn = a + (n − 1)d
n
n
Sn = (x 1 + xn ) = [ 2a + (n − 1)d ]
2
2

Geometric progressions

E

For a geometric progression with the first term a and common ratio r ,
xn = !ar n−1 , r , 0 !
n
r −1
1 − rn
Sn = a
=a
,r ,1
r −1
1−r
a
S∞ =
, |r | < 1
1−r

Quadratic equations

√
−b ± b 2 − 4ac
+ bx + c = 0 then x =
.
2a
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The quadratic formula states that

if ax 2

Mensuration

A sphere of radius r has surface area A = 4πr 2 and volume V = 43 πr 3 .

A cone of base radius r , slant height l and perpendicular heigh h has curved surface area πrl
and volume V = 13 πr 2h.
A sector of a circle of radius r and having central angle θ radians has arc length s = rθ and
sector area A = 12 r 2θ .
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Trigonometry

b
c
a
=
=
sin A sin B sin C
The cosine rule: a 2 = b 2 + c 2 − 2bc cos A

The sine rule:

The first Pythagorean identity: cos2 θ + sin2 θ ≡ 1

The definition of the tangent function: tan θ =

sin θ
cos θ

Logarithms
The definition of a logarithm: loga b = c ⇔ ac = b
The product-sum law: loga xy = loga x + loga y
x
The quotient-difference law: loga = loga x − loga y
y
The logarithm of 1: loga 1 = 0

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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The change-of-base law: loga b =

logc b
logc a

Algebra and calculus
The derivative of x n :
R

xn
x0

y dx ≈

h
2

[y0 + 2(y1 + y2 + · · · + yn−1 ) + yn ] where h =

xn − x 0
n
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The trapezium rule:

d n
x = nx n−1
dx

©Wellington College, 2016
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Problem Sets
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I
√
1
1
2
1. Show that by multiplying the fraction √ by √ we obtain an equivalent fraction to √
2
2
2
which has a rational denominator.
1
Find a fraction that is equivalent to √ that has a rational denominator.
5
2. Consider the three quadratic equations x 2 + 3x + 1 = 0, x 2 + 3x + 2 = 0, x 2 + 3x + 3 = 0,
where x is a real number.
Compare them in terms of how difficult they are to solve.

h
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3. A rectangle has height h and width w.

The height is 1 cm greater than twice the width.
Twice the height is 5 cm less than five times the width.
Find the area of the rectangle.

4. Consider the following sequences of numbers.
Suggest the way in which you think the sequence should continue. Give at least three
terms each time.
(a) 1, 4, 7, 10, . . .

(b) 0, 1, 4, 9, 16, . . .

SA

(c) 1, 3, 1, 3, 1, . . .

(d) 3, 1, 4, 1, 5, . . .

(e) 0, 1, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, . . .

5. A drag car moves along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance x
metres, where x = 2t 2 .
(a) On graph paper, plot a graph of x against t for 0 6 t 6 15.

(b) At roughly what time will the car cross the finish line, 402 metres from the start?

6. On January 1st , my cat ate five “Cheery cat” treats. On every subsequent day she ate three
treats.
How many treats has she eaten in total by the end of January 31st ?
7. As part of a dance routine, eight boys of the Hardinge paint on their chests the letters H,
A, R, D, I, N, G and E. Sadly, they never quite get the routine right and usually appear in
the wrong order.
In how many different orders can the letters of the word HARDINGE be rearranged?

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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8. Where does the graph y = x 2 + 6x + 8 meet the x-axis?
Where does it meet the y-axis?
Sketch the graph.
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9. The Wellington Maths department bought a circular pizza for £14.40.
Mr. Sproat’s share cost £3.20. What was the central angle of his slice?

©Wellington College, 2016
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II
√
√
1. A right-angled triangle has legs 3 + 2 and 3 − 2.
Find, in an exact form, its area and its perimeter.
2. A sequence of numbers has terms:
x 1 = 7, x 2 = 11, x 3 = 15, . . .
Suggest suitable values for x 4 and x 5 .
3. A sector of a circle has radius r cm and central angle θ ◦ .
Find the value of r if the sector’s arc length and area are equal in value (i.e. it has arc
length x cm and area x cm2 ).

E

3
4. Find a fraction equivalent to √ with a rational denominator.
7
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√
5. Find a number which gives a rational number when multiplied by 6 − 3.
Now find another.
And another.

6. On February 1st , my cat are four “Fluffy Feline” treats. On every subsequent day she ate
5 treats.
(a) How many treats had she eaten by the sixth day of February?

(b) How many treats had she eaten in the first twenty days of February?
In total, she ate an even number of treats in February.
(c) What does this tell you?

SA

7. A wheel of radius 1 m has a single point marked on its circumference with a blob of red
paint. Initially, the blob is level with the wheel’s axle and the wheel is turned so that the
blob rises.

(a) Use your calculator to determine height of the blob above the axle height after the
wheel has rotated through an angle of: 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°.
(b) Without using your calculator, find the height of the blob above the axle height after
the wheel has been rotated by 105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, 165°, 180°, 195°, 210°, 225°, 240°, 255°,
270°, 285°, 300°, 315°, 330°, 345°, 360°.
8. In how many distinct ways can you rearrange the letters of the following words:
C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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(a) BLUCHER
(b) LYNEDOCH
(c) ORANGE
9. A drag car moves along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance x
metres, where x = 2t 2 .
(a) Write down the distance between the car and its start point when t = 4 and when
t = 5.
(b) Hence find its average speed for the interval 4 6 t 6 5.
(c) Find the car’s average speed for the intervals 6 6 t 6 6.5 and 8 6 t 6 8.25.

E

(d) Comment on your answers to (b) and (c). How do they relate to the graph you drew
in [I–5]?
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10. Where does the graph y = (x − 3)(x − 7)(x + 2) meet the x- and y-axes?
Sketch the graph.

©Wellington College, 2016
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III
1. Consider the quadratic equation ax 2 + bx + c = 0, a , 0. The solutions of the equation are
given by
√
−b ± b 2 − 4ac
x=
.
2a
Under what conditions will the equation have
(a) two distinct real roots;
(b) one real root;
(c) no real roots?
2. A sequence of numbers has terms x 1 = 14, x 2 = 11, x 3 = 8, . . .

E

(a) Suggest suitable values for x 4 and x 5 .

(b) Suggest an expression for xn and show that it is consistent with the given values.
(c) Predict the value of x 100

1
√ .
1+ 3
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3. Find a fraction with a rational denominator equivalent to

4. A sector of a circle has radius 8 cm and central angle θ . Find the central angle given that
the sector’s perimeter and area are equal in value.
5. Find the equation of the cubic graph passing through (0, 0), (4, 0), (9, 0) and (2, 1).
6. A wheel of radius 1 m has a single point marked on its circumference with a blob of red
paint. Initially, the blob is level with the wheel’s axle and the wheel is turned so that the
blob rises initially. Draw a graph showing the height of the blob above the axle height
after the wheel has rotated through an angle of θ °.

SA

7. Look up the definitions of the terms convergent, divergent, and periodic.
Investigate the behaviour of the following sequences by calculating the first few terms enough to determine the sequence’s behaviour.
(a) a 1 = 8, an+1 = 0.8an
1
(b) b1 = 2, bn+1 = 1 −
bn
(c) c 1 = 3, cn+1 = 2cn − 3.5

8. On March 1st , my cat ate three “Pampered Pet” treats. The next day she ate two more —
so five treats — and the next day two more than that (seven treats) and so on throughout
March.
(a) How many treats did she eat on March 31st ?
(b) How many treats did she eat in total in the last seven days of March?

9. Two drag cars, A and B, are moving along a straight track. At time t seconds they have
travelled a distance of xA metres and x B metres respectively, where
23
1
xA = 2t 2 and x B = t − t 3 .
4
4

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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(a) Show that they travel the same total distance in 15 seconds.
(b) On graph paper, plot a graph showing the position of the two cars travel in the interval 0 6 t 6 15.
(c) Describe the major differences between the journeys made by the two vehicles.
(d) Find the average speed of each car in the time periods 11 6 t 6 11.1 and 12 6 t 6 12.1.
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(e) Comment on your answer to (d). Explain how the average speeds you have calculated
relate to the graphs.

©Wellington College, 2016
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IV
1. Give examples of quadratic equations in the form ax 2 + bx + c = 0, a , 0, satisfying the
following conditions
(a) a = 1, b = 4 and the equation has two distinct real roots;
(b) a = 3, b = 6 and the equation has one repeated root;
(c) b = c and the equation has no real roots.
2. A sequence of numbers has definition
xn = 4n + 5.
Starting with x 1 , write down the first five terms of the sequence.

E

3. A sequence of numbers has definition
x 1 = 9, xn+1 = xn + 4.
Starting with x 1 , write down the first five terms of the sequence.
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4. Find a fraction with a rational denominator
√ equivalent to
3+2
√ .
4− 3

5. [III–6] A wheel of radius 1 m has a single point marked on its circumference with a blob
of red paint. Initially, the blob is level with the wheel’s axle and the wheel is turned so
that the blob rises initially. The blob starts to the right of the axle from our point of view,
so initially it is 1m to the right of the axle.
(a) Use your calculator to determine how far the blob is to the right of the axle after the
wheel has rotated through an angle of: 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°.
(b) Without using your calculator, determine how far the blob is to the right of the axle
after the wheel has been rotated by 105°, 120°, 135°, 150°, 165°, 180°, 195°, 210°, 225°,
240°, 255°, 270°, 285°, 300°, 315°, 330°, 345°, 360°.

SA

(c) Draw a graph showing how far the bob is to the right of the axle after the wheel has
rotated through an angle of θ °.

6. On April 1st , my cat ate two “Molly-coddled Moggy” treats. The number she ate on each
subsequent day increased by the same amount daily.
(a) Let d be the daily increase in the number of treats eaten. Write, in terms of d, an
expression for the number of treats eaten on April 30th .
4 + 29d
(b) Hence show that my cat ate an average of
treats per day in April
2
(c) Given that she ate a total of 1365 in the month. Find the number of treats she ate on
April 2nd .

7. Find the number of distinct ways in which you can rearrange the letters of the following
words:
(a) HILL;
(b) MURRAY;
(c) RAGLAN.
C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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8. Drag car A is moving along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance
xA metres, where xA = 2t 2 .
(a) Find the position of the car when
(i) t = 3
(ii) t = 6
(iii) t = 11
(iv) t = T
(v) t = T + 1
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(b) Use your answers to part (a) to calculate the average speed of the car in the intervals
(i) 3 6 t 6 6
(ii) T 6 t 6 T + 1.

©Wellington College, 2016
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Review I–IV
1. Find term-to-term definitions for the sequences given by the following position-to-term
definitions:
(a) an = 4n − 5
(b) bn = 2 × 3n
(c) cn = n2
(d) dn = n2 + 1
(e) en = n2 + 2n + 1
(f) fn = n2 + 3n + 1

E

(g) дn = n 3 + 6n 2 + 12n
2. In how many ways can you rearrange the letters in the names of the following major
mountains?

M
PL

(a) Ida
(b) Moco
(c) Blanc

(d) Moroto

(e) Ventoux

(f) Haramosh

(g) Annapurna

(h) Masherbrum
(i) Panachaicus
(j) Haltitunturi

SA

(k) Lauteraarhorn

(l) Pidurutalagala

3. Each of 5 men played a game of chess with each of 5 women and then each woman played
a game of chess with each of the other women. How many games of chess were played?
4. Notice that

5! × 3! = 6!
Find other triplets of numbers a, b and c such that
a! × b! = c!

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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V
1. [III–7] Classify the behaviour of the following sequences.
(a) a 1 = 8, an+1 = 0.8an + 1
2bn + 3
(b) b1 = 5, bn+1 =
bn − 2
cn − 1
(c) c 1 = 2, cn+1 =
cn + 1
√
dn + 3
(d) d 1 = 3, dn+1 =
√
1 − dn 3
(e) e 1 = 4, en+1 = 2en − 3.5

E

2. Using you GDC, sketch the graph y = x 3 − 8x 2 − 5x + 84.
Hence factorise fully x 3 − 8x 2 − 5x + 84.

3. By considering the discriminant, or otherwise, find the value(s) of k for which the equation
x 2 − 10x + k = 0 has two distinct real roots.
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4. Sketch on the same axes the graphs of y = x 2 + 7x + 6 and y = −x 2 − 7x − 6.
What is the relationship between the graphs?

5. It has been proposed in the past that a whole turn, rather than being divided into 360
equal units, should be divided into 400 equal units, called gradians.
(a) Why do you think it is widely held that the degree is more convenient for use?
(b) Under what circumstances would the gradian be preferable?
6. [IV–5] A wheel of radius 1 metre has a single point marked on its circumference with a
blob of red paint. Initially, the blob is level with the wheel’s axle and the wheel is turned so
that the blob rises initially. The blob starts to the right of the axle with the point (0, 0) and
using a scale of 1 unit to represent the 1 metre, explain why the coordinates of the blob
after the wheel has rotated through an angle of θ ° (0° < θ < 90°) are given by (cos θ, sin θ ).

SA

7. A sequence is called an arithmetic sequence if the difference between successive terms is
always the same. Which of the following are arithmetic sequences?
(a) The prime numbers;
(b) the square numbers;
(c) the odd numbers.

8. On May 1st , my cat ate seven “Jolly Jaguar” treats. The number of treats she ate on each
subsequent day increased by three.
When she had eaten 325 treats she started to look a little poorly so I took her to the vet.
On what date was this?
9. Drag car C is moving along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance
x c metres, where x c = t 2 + 2t
(a) Find the average speed of the car in the interval 3 6 t 6 6.
(b) (i) [IV–8] Find the position of the car when t = T and t = T + 1
(ii) Hence find the average speed of the car in the interval T 6 t 6 T + 1.

©Wellington College, 2016
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VI
1. For what value(s) of c does the parabola y = x 2 + 6x + 2 meet the line y = 2x +c in exactly
two places?
2. For those sequences from [V–1] which would you would classify as periodic, prove that
they will exhibit periodic behaviour for all values of n.

E

3. I have a copy of each of the seven Harry Potter books. If they all sit next to each other on
a bookshelf, in how many different orders could I arrange them?

4. Write down the next three terms of the following arithmetic sequences.
(a) −3, 1, 5, 9, . . .

M
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(b) 5, 3, 1, . . .
4
(c) 2, , . . .
3
(d) x, 2x − 1, 3x − 2, . . .
(e) x, y, . . .

5. Find the fraction with a rational denominator equivalent to

1
√
√ .
1+ 2+ 5

6. Prove that

1
1
5
−
≡
,
x − 2 x + 3 (x − 2)(x + 3)
stating a suitable assumption.

SA

7. Throughout every day in June, my cat ate three more “Tasty Tiger” treats than on the
previous day. In total, she ate 1455 treats. How many treats did she eat on June 11th ?
8. Find the number of distinct ways in which you can rearrange the letters of the following
words:
(a) BERESFORD;

(b) WELLESLEY;

(c) COMBERMERE.

9. Drag car A is moving along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance
xA metres, where xA = 2t 2 .
(a) Find the position of the car when
(i) t = T ;
(ii) t = T + h.
(b) Use your answers to part (a) to find the average speed of the car in the interval
T 6 t 6 T + h.
C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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10. Find the value of

v
u
u
u
t
2+

s
2+

r
2+

2+

q

√
2 + 2 + . . ..
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y=

v
u
t
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VII
1. For what value(s) of a does the line y = ax meet the curve y = x 3 + 2x 2 − 4x in exactly
one place?
2. P, Q and R have coordinates (3, 1), (6, 5) and (−5, 7) respectively.
(a) For the lines RP and PQ, find the length and gradient of each line.
(b) Show that RP and PQ are perpendicular.
(c) Find the area of triangle PQR.
(d) Find the gradient of line line QR.
(e) Find the equation of the line QR.

E

M is the midpoint of the line QR.

(f) Why must the areas of MPR and MPQ be the same?
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3. Prove that the sequence defined by un = −4n + 7 is an arithmetic progression and state its
first term and common difference.
4. An arithmetic sequence has first term a and common difference d. What is the fifth term?
What is the nth term?
5. I have enough time this weekend to watch three films. In how many different ways could
I select three films from my collection of eight Harry Potter DVDs?
6. If x + y = 12, find the maximum value of xy.
Prove that this is the maximum value attainable.

SA

7. [V–6] We see that by our existing definitions of sine and cosine, the position of the blob of
paint on an appropriately-rotated wheel is given by (cos θ, sin θ ). We now define cos θ and
sin θ analogously for all other angles, so if P is the point (1, 0), sin θ is the y-coordinate of
P after the line OP has been rotated anticlockwise θ ° about O, and cos θ is the x-coordinate
of P after the line OP has been rotated anticlockwise θ ° about O.

(cos θ, sin θ )
θ

(a) Sketch the graphs of y = cos θ and y = sin θ on the domain 0 6 θ 6 720°.
(b) Determine, without the aid of a calculator, which of the following statements area
true. Explain your answers.
(i) sin 40 < sin 80;
C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

cos 70 < cos 100;
sin 20 > cos 75;
sin 130 > sin 30;
cos 165 > cos 230;
sin 70 < cos 300.

8. In my set of Harry Potter-themed stickers, I have five identical Gryffindor stickers and
four identical Hufflepuff stickers. I am going to put them all in a straight line. In how
many ways can I do this?
9. Drag car D is moving along a straight track. At time t seconds it has travelled a distance
x D metres, where x D = 20t.

E

(a) Find the position of the car when
(i) t = T
(ii) t = T + h

M
PL

(b) Show that the car has an average speed of 20 ms-1 in the interval T 6 t 6 T + h.

SA

(c) Use your expression to find the car’s average speed in the following intervals:
(i) 3 6 t 6 4
(ii) 1 6 t 6 1.2
(iii) 6 6 t 6 6.01

©Wellington College, 2016
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VIII
1. Observe that you can conveniently sum the digits 1 to 100 using the following technique:
S = 1 + 2 + 3 +
S = 100 + 99 + 98 +
2S = 101 + 101 + 101 +
∴ 2S = 10100
∴ S = 5050
Find the sum of the first 200 integers.
+

...
...
...

+
+
+

99
2
101

+ 100
+ 1
+ 101

2. Expand (x + 3)(x + 2)(x − 4).

E

3. Given that sin 20 = 0.342, find the value of each of the following:
(a) sin 160;
(b) sin 200;
(c) sin 340;

M
PL

(d) cos 70;

(e) cos 110;
(f) cos 250;
(g) cos 290.

By considering the point with coordinates (cos 20, sin 20), or otherwise, find the value of
cos 20 and hence the value of sin 70.
4. Find values of A and B to make the following equations identities
(a) (x + A) (x + B) = x 2 − 7x + 6
(b) A (x + 3) + B (x − 2) = x + 1

SA

5. In how many possible ways can I assemble a Quidditch team from a squad of 11, supposing
any player can play in any position?
6. Find the coefficient of x 2 in the expansion of (x + 3) (x − 1) (x + 7).
7. I have 5 boxes, each containing a read ball and a blue ball. I choose exactly one ball from
each box. In how many ways can I select two red balls and three blue balls?
8. The points P and Q on the curve y =

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)

1
have x-coordinates p and q respectively.
x

16
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P (p, p1 )

Find the gradient of the line PQ.

E

Q (q, q1 )

9. On the first of August, my cat ate four “Perfect Puma” treats, and on the next day, seven.
The number of treats she ate increased in arithmetic progression through the month.

M
PL

(a) How many did she eat on August 20th ?

SA

(b) How many had she eaten in total on August 20th ?
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Review V—VIII
1. Use your GDC to sketch the following graphs:
(a) y = x 3 − 15x 2 + 56x;
2x + 1
(b) y = 2
;
x +1
(c) y 2 = 3x − 7.
2. Determine the number of distinct solutions that each of these equations has.
(a) x 2 − 5x + 2 = 0;
(b) x 2 − x + 7 = 0;
(c) x 2 − 22x + 121 = 0;

E

(d) x 3 − 40x 2 + 400x = 0;
(e) (x − 2)(x 2 − 11x + 3) = 0;
(f) (x − 2)(x 2 − 8x + 12) = 0;

M
PL

(g) (x 2 + 4x + 18)(x 2 − 9x + 2) = 0.

3. Find the next four terms of the following arithmetic sequences.
(a) 5, 7, 9, 11, . . .
(b) 11, 16.2, . . .

(c) 17, 15.4, 13.8, . . .
(d) 11, x, x + 5, . . .

(e) x, 2x + 1, 4x − 1, . . .
(f) x, x + 2, x 2 + 2, . . .

SA

4. Squirrel Nutkin hides 3 acorns on the first day of Autumn, five on the second day and so
on, increasing the number of acorns by two each day.
How many nuts would he hide on the 11th day?
How many nuts are hidden in total in the first 14 days?
After how many days has he hidden 483 acorns in total?

5. A particle’s position is given by x = 14 t 3 + 2t for 0 6 t 6 10.
Find its average speed in the interval [T ,T + 1].
6. I have a full set of the seven Chronicles of Narnia books, and the five books of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy on my bookshelf. I keep each set together on the shelf, but do
not put the books in any particular order within their set.
In how many different orders can the books sit on the shelf?

7. I have four decorative ornaments and two matching candlesticks to arrange on a shelf.
I would like the candlesticks to be placed symmetrically, so for example if one is second
from the end on the left, the other should be second from the end on the right.
In how many ways can I arrange the six items?
8. The line y = a + ax lies tangent to the curve y = x 2 − 11x + 4. Find the value of a.

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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9. Express the following as surds with rational denominators.
3
(a)
√
5− 3
3
1
(b)
√ −
√
1+ 5 3− 5
6
(c) √
√
2− 3
√
1+ 5
(d)
√
2+ 5

E

10. Find the number of distinct anagrams of the following words:
Helium, Neon, Protactinium, Einsteinium, Adamantium.
r
√
q
1 + 13
√
11. Show that if t = 3 + 3 + 3 + . . . then t =
.
2
12. Three points have coordinates A(−3, 4), B(1, 5), and C (3, −3).

M
PL

(a) Show that they form right-angled triangle.
(b) Find the area of triangle ABC.
(c) Find M, the midpoint of BC.

(d) Find the equation of line AM.

13. Prove that any sequence whose terms are of the form un = an + b where a and b are
constant is an arithmetic sequence.
14. Given that sin 75 = 0.966 correct to three decimal places, find the values of cos 15, sin 105, cos 75,
and cos 105.

SA

15. Find the coefficient of x 3 in the expansion of (x − 2)(x − 5)(x + 7)(x + 9).
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Some pages have been omitted from this sample document.
For the full version, please contact the Wellington College Maths Department
via our website, http://maths.wellingtoncollege.org.uk/
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All our publicly-available resources are completely free,
and teacher versions are available on request.

XXIX
1. Find the gradient of the function given by y = 4x + x1 . Find the equation of the tangents
to this curve which are parallel to the x-axis and show that these tangents do not meet
the curve elsewhere. Sketch the curve.
2. (a) Find the remainder when u (x ) = x 3 + 2x 2 − 11x − 12 is divided by (x − 1).
(b) Factorise u (x ) fully.
3. In the below diagram, AD = 6 cm, BA is an arc of a circle centred on D and CD is an arc
of a circle centred on A. Find the area of the whole shape and the perimeter ABXCD.
B

M
PL

X

E

C

A

0.5 rad

0.5 rad

6

D

4. Find the equation of a quadratic graph that passes through the points (6, 3), (2, 3) and
(0, 9).
5. Solve the equation 25x − 10 × 5x + 21 = 0.
Give your answers in an exact form.

6. Find the area bounded by the lines x = 3, x = 6, y = 0 and the curves y =

1
x2

SA

√ !
−1 ± 5
7. Prove that the sequence that begins a, b, a +b is geometric if and only if a =
b.
2

8. Evaluate

15
P

r =1

(3r − 2). How does it differ from
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P
r =1

3r − 2?
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XXX
1. The circular arc AB has radius 1 cm and is centred on O and has central angle 16 π . The
midpoint of OB is found and another arc, B, is constructed with central angle 61 π and
centred on the newly-found midpoint. This process is repeated indefinitely.
Find the total length of the curved section.

E

B

O

M
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A

2. Evaluate, without a calculator:

3

1

81 4 × 9−2 × 27 2 +
log3 *
2
√
−2
, 3 × 3 × 27 3 -

3. Sketch, on the same axes, the graphs of y = x 3 , y = (x + a) 3 and y = x 3 + a.
Describe clearly the relationship between the graphs.
R
R
R
4. Explain why f (x ) + д(x ) dx = f (x ) dx + д(x ) dx.
5. Prove that if the first three terms of a geometric sequence are a, b, ab then the next term
will be a 4 .

SA

6. (a) Explain
why the area bounded by y = 0, x = 0, x = 8 and y = 4x 2 + 12 is given by
R8
4x 2 + 12 dx.
4
(b) Find the area.

(c) Find the area between the curve y = x 3 + 8x (x − 3) and the x-axis between the x
values of 1 and 2.

7. Find the remainder when f (x ) = x 3 − 5x 2 + 3x + 10 is divided by (x + 1).
By writing f (x ) in the form (x +1)q(x )+r , and factorising q(x ), sketch a graph of y = f (x ).

8. Solve the following equations:
(a) 2(22x ) − 5(2x ) + 2 = 0.
(b) 32x+1 − 26(3x ) − 9 = 0.
(c) 4x − 6(2x ) − 16 = 0.
9. Evaluate

7
P
r =1

(3 × 2r ).
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XXXI
1. For the shape described in [XXX–1], find the total perimeter and the area of the shape.

B

O

E

A

M
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2. What is the sum of the first thousand terms of the sequence 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4,
5, 5, 5, 5, 5, . . . ?
3. The temperature of a cup of coffee, t minutes after pouring, is given by
θ (t ) = 18 + 50 × 0.92t
where θ (t ) is the temperature measureed in degrees Celsius.
(a) Find the initial temperature of the coffee.

(b) I reckon the coffee will be safe to drink when the temperature falls below 50°C. How
long should I wait?
(c) What is room temperature?

1
cannot be integrated using techniques we have already developed.
1 + x2
1
(a) Sketch the graph of y =
for x values ranging from −4 to 4.
1 + x2
(b) It is possible to approximate the area under a curve by treating the curve as if it were
made of short straight lines. Show that treating the curve as a straight line between
x = 2 and x = 3 gives an area of 0.15.

SA

4. The expression

(c) By treating it as a straight line between x = 3 and x = 4, approximate the area under
the curve.

5. Sketch the following graphs on the same axes: y = x 2 ; y = (x − 1) 2 ; y = (x − 2) 2 ;
y = (x − 3) 2 .
Describe clearly the relationship between the graphs.
What transformation takes the graph y = x 2 to the graph y = (x − a) 2 ? Why?

6. I invest £13,000 in a bond offering 4% compound interest per annum. After how many
complete years will it be worth over £30,000?
7. Solve these simultaneous equations:


 log(x + y) = 0
 2 log x = log(y + 1)
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dy 3x + 1
= √
and passes through the point (1, 1).
dx
x
Find its equation and the coordinates of the point where x = 4.

8. A curve has the gradient function

1
1
9. The curves C 1 and C 2 have equations y = √ (x 2 + 5x ) and y = − √ (x 2 + 7x + 10),
15
15
respectively. Show that C 1 and C 2 meet in exactly two places and that when they meet,
they meet at right angles.
10. The function f (x ) = x 2 − kx + 4k has remainder 16 when f (x ) is divided by (x − 2k ).
Find the possible values of its remainder when it is divided by (x − 2).

SA
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11. Prove that if n is an integer then n3 + 3n2 + 2n is always a multiple of 6.
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XXXII
1. The expresssion x 2 + ax + b has remainder a when divided by (x − a) and remainder b
when divided by (x − b). Find the possible values of a and b.
2. Find rational values for x and y such that 24x+3y × 32x+y = 864.
3. After how many complete years will a £1000 bond offering 5% compound interest per
annum be worth more than a £1500 bond offer 3% compound interest per annum?
4. The diagram shows the graph of the curve y = f (x )

(x 1 , y1 )

(x 0 , y0 )

(x 2 , y2 )

E

y
(xn , yn )

M
PL

(xn−1 , yn−1 )

(xn−2 , yn−2 )

x

SA

It is given that the numbers x 0 , x 1 , etc. have been chosen such that ∀i, xi+1 − xi = h, i.e.
the x-values are evenly spaced and are a distance h from each other.
(a) Explain clearly
Z why
xn

g
hf
y0 + 2(y1 + y2 + · · · + yn−2 + yn−1 ) + yn
2
x0
This is known as the trapezium rule.
R6
(b) Use the trapezium rule with three strips to estimate 3 2−x dx.
R6
(c) Use the trapezium rule with six strips to estimate 3 2−x dx.
Rπ
(d) Use the trapezium rule with four strips to estimate 0 sin(x ) dx.
f (x ) dx ≈

5. A function f is decreasing if f 0 (x ) < 0, and increasing if f 0 (x ) > 0.
(a) Find the set of values of x for which f (x ) = x 2 + 4x − 3 is a decreasing function.
(b) Prove that f (x ) = x 3 + 5x is an increasing function.
6. Prove that, for any integer n, the numbers 2n + 1, 2n2 + 2n and 2n2 + 2n + 1 form a
Pythagorean triple.
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16
16 1
by crossing out the sixes:
= .
64
64 4
Are there any other fractions with two-digit denominators and numerators that can be
cancelled in the same way?

7. Notice that I can simplify fraction

SA
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E

8. Solve the equation 102x + 64 = 2 × 10x+1 , giving your answer in exact form.
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Glossary
An angle smaller than a right angle.

Arithmetic Mean

The sum of a list of numbers divided by the number of
elements in the list.

Axle

The rod at the centre of the wheel; the fixed point about
which it rotates.

Bisect

To divide (a line or region) into two equal parts; to
halve.

Chord

A straight line joining two points on the circumference
of a circle

Circle

A set of points equidistant from another point, the centre.

Coefficient

The number by which a term has been multiplied. E.g.
the coefficient of x 3 in 4x 6 − 2x 3 + 3 is −2

M
PL

E

Acute Angle

Conjecture

A proposition, or mathematical statement, which may
not yet have been proved to be true.

Convergent

A sequence where the terms get closer to a fixed value,
known as the limit.

Cuboid

A solid with six faces, each of which is a rectangle.

SA

Decreasing Function

Denominator

A function whose value decreases as the input increases; so f (x ) is decreasing if f 0 (x ) < 0. A function may be classified as decreasing over a subset of its
domain.

p
The bottom line of a fraction; the denominator of is
q
q.

Derivative

An expression representing the rate of change of a
function with respect to an independent variable. We
f (x ), as
define f 0 (x ), the derivative of a function
!
(x
(x
)
f
+
h)
−
f
f 0 (x ) = limh→0
. The derivative of y
h
dy
with respect to x is denoted . See differential.
dx

Difference

Inconsistently defined. In most use, the difference of x
and y is given by |x −y|, i.e. whichever of x −y or y − x
is positive.

Differential

A car part; specifically a gear allowing a vehicle’s
wheels to turn at different speeds to allow cornering.
See derivative.
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For a quadratic equation of the form:
ax 2 + bx + c = 0, a , 0
the discriminant, ∆, is given by ∆ = b 2 − 4ac.

Divergent

Not convergent.

Divisor

Something that divides exactly into something else. A
divisor of x is something which goes into x exactly; 3
is a divisor of 24. See factor.

Domain

The set of “input values” for a function.

Drag car

A vehicle that takes part in a drag race, where (usually
two) cars race side-by-side on a long straight track. In
commercial drag racing, cars start from rest and race
on tracks that are 41 mile long (402 metres).

Equilateral

Having all sides the same length; e.g. an equilateral
triangle.

M
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Discriminant

Expression

Something that represents a value, e.g. 3x 2 + 4k 3xy is
an expression because it represents a value; in this case
the value depends on the values of k, x and y.

Face

Any one of the 2D surfaces of a 3D shape.

Factor

A divisor of a number or expression. In 5x (3 + 2x ) the
factors are 5, x and (3 + 2x ).

Usually taken to mean all the different positive integers
which are factors of x; e.g. the factors of 12 are 1, 2, 3,
4, 6 and 12.

Frequency density

The height of a rectangle in a histogram.

HCF

Highest Common Factor. HCF(x, y): The largest integer which divides exactly into both x and y.

Hexagon

A shape with six straight edges, not necessarily regular.

Hypothesis

A statement consistent with known data but which has
not yet been shown to be true or false; alternatively,
a supposition upon which further steps of reasoning
may be based, such as an induction hypothesis in logic
or a null hypothesis in statistics.

Identity

A statement that two expressions are equal in value,
regardless of the values of any unknowns in the statement, e.g. 4(x +2) ≡ 4x +8. Alternatively, the operation
or transformation that leaves an object unchanged.

SA

Factors of x
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A function whose value increases; so f (x ) is increasing
if f 0 (x ) > 0. A function may be classified as increasing
over a subset of its domain.

Index

Also known as an exponent or power. The index of x 4
is 4.

Instantaneous

At the precise moment; not averaged over a period of
time.

Integer

A whole number, positive or negative. A member of
the set Z

Interquartile range

The difference between the upper quartile and the lower
quartile.

Irregular Polygon

Shape where not all angles or not all lengths are equal.

Isosceles

Triangle with two sides of equal length.
The pons asinorum tells us that it also posses two equal
angles.

LCM

M
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Kite

E

Increasing function

Quadrilateral with two pairs of sides of equal length;
the equal-length sides meet at a vertex.

Lowest (least) common multiple. LCM(x, y): the smallest integer which x and y both divide exactly into.
The parts of a line falling between two points.

Line

A 1D set of points which goes on for ever in both directions, such that for any two points in the set, the
shortest route between those two points lies entirely
on the line. See segment.

SA

Line Segment

Locus

The set of all points which satisfy an algebraic or geometric rule.

Logarithm

loga c = b ⇔ ab = c.

Lower quartile

See quartile.

Major arc

The long way around the circumference of a circle
given two boundary points.

Mathematician

“A machine for converting coffee into theorems”(Alfred Rényi)

Mean

Any of a number of measures of average. Usually the
arithmetic mean is intended.

Median

The middle value, or arithmetic mean of the two middle
values, of a list of data sorted in ascending order.
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Minor arc

The short way around the circumference of a circle
given two boundary points.

Modal class

For any set of grouped data, the class or interval with
the highest frequency density.

Mode

The most frequently occuring value in a dataset.

Multiple of x

Something of which x is a factor.

Normal

Perpendicular to; the line intersecting a curve or
curved surface that is perpendicular to the tangent at
that point.

Numerator

The top line of a fraction; the numerator of

Obtuse angle

An angle x that is between a right angle and a half turn,
i.e. 90◦ < x < 180◦ .

Parabola

Parallel

E
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Octagon

p
is p.
q

A shape with eight straight sides, not necessarily regular. Its internal angle is 1080◦
A conic section formed by slicing parallel to the slant of
the cone; the characteristic of the graph of a quadratic
function.
Two lines are parallel if they never intersect.

Parallelogram

A quadrilateral with two pairs of parallel sides.

Pentagon

A shape with five straight sides, not necessarily regular. Its internal angle is 540◦

SA

Perimeter

The sum of the lengths of the edges of a 2D shape.

Period

The interval before something repeats itself.

Periodic

Repeating. Periodic sequences repeat after a certain
number of terms. The number of terms before the sequence repeats is known as the period.

Perpendicular bisector

The perpendicular bisector of a line PQ passes through
the midpoint of PQ at right angles to PQ.

Percentage error

The percentage difference between an approximate
and an exact value, measured in terms of the exact
value. For an approximation A to an exact value a, the
a −A
percentage error is given by
× 100%.
a

Perpendicular

At right angles to. Perpendicular lines have gradients
m 1 and m 2 such that m 1m 2 = −1. See Normal.
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A 2D region or flat surface.

Plane figure

A shape lying entirely within a plane, i.e. a 2D shape.

Polygon

Any shape with only straight sides.

Power

An index or exponent, or the result of such operation:
the power of x in x 4 is 4, also 16 is the fourth power of
2; 16 is a power of 2.

Prime

A positive integer whose only factors are itself and 1.

Prism

A solid with a constant cross section; the result of an
extrustion.

Product of x and y

x ×y

Pronumeral

Any letter used to take the place of a number in an
algebraic context.

Quadratic

M
PL

Prove

E

Plane

To provide a rigorous argument justifying a theorem
unequivocally. A well-written proof should need no
further explanation. See theorem and conjecture.

An expression, function or equation in which the highest power is 2; i.e. in the form ax 2 + bx + c

Quadrilateral

Any plane figure with four sides.

Quartile

The lower quartile and upper quartile are the values
which are 25% and 75% of the way through a dataset
arranged in ascending order.

SA

Quidditch

Quotient of x over y
Range

A fictional sport from the Harry Potter series by J. K.
Rowling, played by opposing teams of seven players,
each having three chasers, two beaters, one keeper and
one seeker.
x
y
(Statistics) The difference between the maximum and
minimum values in a dataset or distribution
(Functions) The set of output of output values of a function.

Rational

p
A number which can be written in the form , where
q
p, q ∈ R, q , 0.

Reciprocal of x

1
x
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A number whose decimal expansion consists (after a
certain point) only of repeating strings which go on
for ever.

Reflex angle

An angle greater than a half turn but smaller than a full
turn; i.e. between 180° and 360°.

Regular Polygon

A straight-sided plane figure (polygon) whose angles
are all equal (equiangular) and edges are all equal (equilateral)

Right angle

An angle of 90°, a quarter turn.

Rhombus

A quadrilateral with four sides of equal length.
“A square which, after a rough night of drinking, is
. . . unable to stand up straight.” – Urban Dictionary

Scalene

A triangle in which no two sides are of equal length.

Sector

The part of a circle bounded by two radii and an arc of
a circle; a pizza slice. See segment.

Sequence
Subtends

M
PL

Segment

E

Recurring Decimal
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Sum of x and y

The part of a circle bounded by a chord and an arc of
the circle; a pizza slice guaranteed to draw incredulity
from your friends. See sector.
An ordered list of numbers. Each number in the sequence is known as a term.
To span an arc or line segment; an angle subtends an
arc; e.g. an angle of 120° at the centre of a circle subtends one-third of the circumference.

x +y

Surd

An irrational number expressed
exactly, usually a
√
√ 
square root: e.g. 2 or 2 + 5 but not 1.414 or 4.236
to represent the same quantities.

Tangent

A straight line or plane that touches a curve or curved
surface at a point, but if extended does not cross it at
that point; a line which touches a circle exactly once.

Term

Factorised expressions which are added together to
form a longer expression; in 3x 2 + 17ax − 5, the terms
are 3x 2 , 17ax and −5. Also, a constant element of a
sequence.

Terminating decimal

A decimal expansion that stops after a finite number of
digits (i.e. all the successive digits are 0).

Tetrahedron

A solid shape with four equilateral triangle as faces; a
regular triangular-based pyramid.
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A proposition, or mathematical statement, which has
been proven to be true. See conjecture.

Trajectory

The path taken by an object as it moves through space;
typically an object in flight.

Trapezium

A quadrilateral with one pair of parallel sides, unless
you think footballs are pointy and babies wear diapers,
in which case it is a quadrilateral with no parallel sides.

Trapezoid

A quadrilateral with no pair of parallel sides, unless
you think cars drive on the pavement and jelly is a
sandwich filling in which case it is a quadrilateral with
one pair of parallel sides.

Upper Quartile

See quartile.

Variable

A pronumeral which may take different values within
the context of a problem.

M
PL

The corner of a shape. Plural: Vertices.
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Vertex

E

Theorem
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Index of Problem Streams
[XXIII–5] [XXV–1] [XXVI–2] [XXVI–7] [XXVIII–1]
[XXXI–8]

Area functions

[XII–9] [XIII–9] [XIV–8] [XV–10] [XVII–9] [XVIII–6]
[XIX–5] [XX–3] [XXI–6] [XXII–7] [XXIII–10]
[XXV–2] [XXVI–6] [XXIX–6] [XXXIV–3]

Arithmetic sequences

[I–6] [II–6] [III–8] [IV–6] [V–7] [VI–4] [VII–3] [VII–4]
[X–2] [XIV–9] [XV–9]

Arithmetic series

[V–8] [VI–7] [VIII–1] [VIII–9] [IX–5] [IX–9] [X–5]
[XI–6] [XI–9] [XI–10] [XII–4] [XII–10] [XIV–2]
[XXIII–7] [XXIV–6] [XXVII–9] [XXVIII–3] [XXXV–4]
[XXXVI–1]

Binomial theorem
(introduction)

[VIII–2] [VIII–6] [IX–7] [XI–3] [XII–7] [XII–11]
[XIII–5] [XVII–6]

M
PL

E

Antiderivatives

[XVIII–7] [XIX–8] [XXI–1] [XXII–1] [XXIII–2]
[XXIV–3] [XXVI–3] [XXVII–5]

Combinatorics
(Anagrams)

[I–7] [II–8] [IV–7] [VI–3] [VI–8] [IX–2] [XXXVI–2]

Combinatorics (Choice)

[VII–5] [VII–8] [VIII–5] [VIII–7] [IX–3] [IX–6]

Combinatorics
(Further)

[XI–8] [XIV–1] [XIV–7] [XVIII–9]

Combinatorics
(Switches)

[XXXV–3]

Completing the square

[X–3] [XII–1] [XIII–7] [XV–6]

Coordinate geometry

[VII–2] [X–7] [XI–1] [XII–2] [XVI–9]

Differentiation
(derive rules)

[XIII–8] [XIV–6] [XVI–2] [XVI–4]

Differentiation
(drag racing)

[I–5] [II–9] [III–9] [IV–8] [V–9] [VI–9] [VII–9] [X–1]
[XI–2]

Differentiation
(first principles)

[VIII–8] [IX–1] [XI–5] [XII–6] [XIII–6] [XIII–8]
[XIII–10] [XVI–7]

Differentiation
(gradient function)

[XVII–8] [XX–2] [XXI–9] [XXII–9] [XXIII–1]
[XXIII–3] [XXIV–5] [XXVI–1] [XXVIII–2] [XXIX–1]
[XXXI–9] [XXXII–5]

Differentiation
(second derivatives)

[XXVI–8] [XXXIII–5] [XXXV–6]

SA
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[XVII–4] [XVII–8] [XVIII–4]

Differentiation
(stationary points)

[XIX–7]

Discriminant

[I–2] [III–1] [IV–1] [V–3] [VI–1] [VII–1] [XVIII–4]
[XXVIII–8]

Equation of a circle

[XIII–3] [XV–3] [XV–6] [XVII–1] [XVIII–3] [XIX–3]
[XXI–2] [XXII–6] [XXIV–9] [XXV–8] [XXVIII–9]
[XXXIII–7] [XXXIV–1]

Equations with a square
root

[VI–10] [X–9] [X–10] [XVI–8] [XIX–9] [XXV–5]

Exponential Problems

[XXIII–4] [XXV–4]

Factor Theorem

[XII–8] [XIV–4] [XV–4] [XVI–1] [XVIII–8]

M
PL

E

Differentiation
(simple polynomials)

[X–6] [XI–4] [XIV–3] [XV–1] [XVI–3] [XVIII–5]
[XXIV–8] [XXV–7] [XXIX–7] [XXX–5]

Geometric Series

[XVI–6] [XVII–7] [XIX–2] [XX–1] [XXI–3] [XXII–2]
[XXII–3] [XXIII–8] [XXVI–9] [XXX–1] [XXX–9]
[XXXI–1]

Graph sketching:
reflect in x-axis

[V–4]

Graph sketching: roots

[II–10] [III–5] [V–2]

Graph transformations

[XXX–3] [XXXI–5] [XXXIII–4] [XXXIV–8] [XXXV–1]
[XXXV–2]

SA

Geometric Sequences

Identities

[VI–6] [VIII–4]

Indices

[XV–2] [XX–9] [XXI–10] [XXX–2] [XXXII–2]

Integration

[XXVIII–4] [XXX–4] [XXX–6] [XXXV–7]

Investigative Puzzles

[XXVII–6]
[XXXV–9]

Logarithms

[XIX–1] [XX–4] [XX–7] [XX–8] [XXI–4] [XXI–5]
[XXII–4] [XXII–5] [XXIII–6] [XXIV–2] [XXV–6]
[XXVI–5] [XXX–2] [XXXI–7]

Logarithms
(application)

[XXVII–1] [XXVIII–5] [XXIX–5] [XXX–8] [XXXI–3]
[XXXI–6] [XXXII–3] [XXXII–8] [XXXIV–6]

Logarithms
(change of base)

[XXXIII–1] [XXXIII–3]
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[XXXI–2]

[XXXII–7]

[XXXIII–8]

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)

[XXI–7] [XXXI–9] [XXXIV–2]

Proofs

[VI–6] [VII–6] [X–4] [XVII–5] [XXXI–11] [XXXII–6]
[XXXIV–9] [XXXV–8]

Quadratic Inequalities

[XVI–5] [XVII–2] [XVII–3] [XVIII–1] [XVIII–2]
[XIX–4] [XIX–6] [XX–5] [XX–6] [XXI–8] [XXII–8]
[XXIV–1] [XXV–3] [XXVI–4] [XXVII–4] [XXVIII–6]

Quadratics

[XXVII–2] [XXIX–4]

Radians

[V–5] [IX–4] [XII–3] [XIII–2]

Rationalising the
denominator

[I–1] [II–4] [III–3] [IV–4] [VI–5]

Remainder Theorem

[XXVII–7] [XXVII–8] [XXVIII–7] [XXIX–2] [XXX–7]
[XXXI–10] [XXXII–1]

Sectors (degrees)

[I–9] [II–3] [III–4]

Sectors (radians)

[XIII–1] [XIII–4] [XXIII–9] [XXIV–7] [XXIX–3]
[XXX–1] [XXXI–1] [XXXVI–3]

Sequences

[I–4] [II–2] [III–2] [III–7] [IV–2] [IV–3] [V–1] [VI–2]

M
PL

E

Non-linear
simultaneous equation

[XXVII–3] [XXVIII–3] [XXIX–8] [XXX–9]

Simultaneous
Equations

[I–3]

Sketching quadratics

[I–8]

Surds

[II–1] [II–5]

SA

Sigma notation

Trapezium Rule

[XXXI–4] [XXXII–4]

Trigonometry
(multiple solutions)

[XIV–5] [XV–5] [XV–7] [XXII–10] [XXIV–4]
[XXV–9] [XXXIV–4] [XXXIV–5] [XXXV–5]

Trigonometry
(post-UC definitions)

[XI–7] [XII–5] [XIV–10]

Trigonometry
(quadratics)

[XXXIII–2] [XXXIV–7] [XXXVI–4]

Trigonometry
(sine rule cosine rule
area formulae)

[XXXIII–6]

Trigonometry
(unit circle)

[II–7] [III–6] [IV–5] [V–6] [VII–7] [VIII–3] [IX–8]
[X–8]

C1/C2 (Further Mathematics)
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